With its built-in support system for teachers and the sense of community it fosters for students and staff, many districts are finding it to be a win-win.

Why the debate about SEL?
Much of the negativity stems from misinformation.

Made in the Shade
Why the case for solar panels in schools can appeal to everyone.

School Safety
More than 50 K-12 leaders share how they’re addressing it right now.
District Combines ‘Old School, New School’ Approach to Route Students

They’ve got the same name but that’s pretty much where the similarities end. Even how they spell their name is different.

“They” is Bryan Perryman and Brian Boroughs. Perryman is the director of transportation at River Road Independent School District in Amarillo, Texas. Boroughs is the district’s mechanic.

And both work together using Transfinder’s Routefinder to build the safest and most efficient routes for the 1,350 students attending four schools in the district. About 540 students or so opt for school transportation.

“I am learning Transfinder’s technology,” Boroughs said. “I can actually build a route now. He’s working me more and more and getting me up to speed to help,” he added, referring to Perryman. “Especially at the beginning of the year, getting all the students routed, scrubbing the list, and then scrubbing the list, then scrubbing the list.”

The two discussed how Transfinder’s service and support teams have helped instruct them. They have been there whenever they faced a challenge, like removing roads from maps that don’t exist and building routes for summer school when students who typically attend school in different buildings are all receiving instruction in one building.

Perryman talked about quick and helpful callbacks from support.

“Support has been very good for us,” Perryman said.

“They walked me through our yearly rollover,” Boroughs said, adding that he writes down notes when speaking with support. “I have a notebook when I take notes: How to delete roads, step by step, what to click and what to do. The guys are super patient with us over the phone.”

Boroughs is comfortable at the computer. “I am an IT guy by trade. That’s what I did for 20 years in the military before I retired,” he said. “So now I’m here and it’s no different. I’m working the helpdesk but you’ve got parents calling in.”

Perryman said the two complement each other.

How?

Click the QR Code to read the rest of the story.

“When we call Transfinder support, they’re very patient with us. They’ll zoom all over the place and show us and that’s really nice. Once Transfinder provides the instruction, the team then watches as we perform whatever task we just learned. Transfinder really helps us.”

Bryan Perryman, Dir. of Transportation
River Road ISD, Texas
**Recommended reading**

Even as we race toward the holidays, there’s so much more for education leaders to think about than turkey, football, shopping, and the much needed (and well-earned) respite that the time off brings. Always top of mind are students: how to continue to serve them and their needs, look after their mental and physical wellbeing, help them succeed academically—the list continues.

One thing several schools have discovered works for all of the above is shifting to team teaching and co-teaching. A built-in support system for teachers and the sense of community that results make for a winning combination that has proven to appeal to parents. “Team Teaching” starts on page 14.

And speaking of football, perhaps the most prominent political football in K-12 right now is social-emotional learning. There are those who argue that it’s up to parents to help children develop these skills, while others believe teachers can, and should, help students progress in tandem with families. We examine both sides of the debate in “Overcoming resistance to social and emotional learning” on page 16.

There’s plenty more, of course, as there always will be. In the meantime, do enjoy the time with friends and family that we all look forward to as we refresh and gear up for a new semester in January. You deserve it.

—Lori Capullo
Executive Editor

**FirstTake**

**Talking out of school**

*Here’s what education leaders have been telling DA lately.*

“We are in the people business and leadership rests on relationships. Before a leader can garner trust from those they lead, they have to stay true to their word and model integrity.”

—Superintendent Jerry L. Oates, Brunswick County Schools, N.C.

“I try to go to as many calls as I can to keep my skills sharp.”

—Superintendent Lisa Witte, Monadnock Regional School District, N.H., on volunteering for her local fire department and EMT service

“We love you all and this community that we both grew up in, and therefore the decision was a difficult one for us.”

—Former Uvalde Superintendent Hal Harrell, after announcing he would be retiring
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At School Outfitters, we deliver more than just furniture and equipment. We deliver a suite of complete project services that includes expert consultation, guaranteed purchasing compliance, hassle-free installation and more.

It's how our experts seamlessly manage your furniture project from start to finish, whether it's new construction, major renovations or simple classroom updates.

And with our exclusive, ready-to-ship inventory, you can be sure your project will get done on time and on budget.

**School Outfitters is an authorized vendor on these national and regional contracts:**
- BuyBoard
- TIPS
- GoodBuy
- MISBO
- State contracts (multiple)
- District contracts (multiple)

**What makes us different**

- **Ready-to-ship inventory**
  Find the products you need, in stock and ready to ship.

- **Objective-driven space planning**
  Plan your spaces around your specific educational goals.

- **Multi-phase project management**
  Work with experts who know how to manage large, complex projects.

- **Custom purchase programs**
  Get custom pricing, products and services for your district.

- **Hassle-free installation**
  Tap into our network of reliable installers for customized installation.
Think like a parent: How can schools keep students safe on their devices?

Implementing technological barriers to keep students from accessing harmful content online is the school's responsibility, say not only parents but also teachers and administrators.

Most chief technology officers would agree that equipping students with personal devices comes with its own set of challenges.

As children pull away from the traditional pencil and paper, their excuses for losing their devices start to get more creative beyond "my dog ate my homework." Think: "I sold mine to a guy overseas." That was the case for one CTO who spoke with District Administration about the difficulties of device and inventory management in a school setting.

Looking beyond the risks of providing students with physical devices, take some time to ponder the psychological and emotional effects it might inflict as they spend hours each day staring at their screens browsing the internet.

If you’re thinking like a parent, you ought to feel a little unsettled. If you’re a school administrator or CTO, ask yourself, “What technological barriers do we have in place to keep students from accessing harmful content online?” If your answer is none, 91% of parents would like you to take some action—swiftly.

According to a recent survey conducted by the decision intelligence company Morning Consult, nearly 2,500 K-12 parents, teachers and administrators expressed high levels of concern for student mental health, in addition to supporting online technologies to keep students safe as they use their devices.

Most respondents agree that the internet is a necessary and important learning tool for students. But their concerns indicate a need for increased online safety technology for K-12 students. Here’s what the results say:

**Content moderation**
- The internet should be part of the learning process for students in K-12 schools, according to 93% of parents and 98% of teachers and administrators.
- 74% of K-8 and 68% of 9-12 parents expressed great concern about students accessing harmful content on their school-issued devices. This number grows to 80% for teachers and administrators.
- Content moderation is a must for more than 91% of respondents overall. Additionally, 95% believe it is the school’s job to implement these tools.
- Technology leads to distraction. 88% of respondents say online technologies should be implemented to help keep students on track and distraction-free as they use their devices.
- “These findings validate on a broad, national scale what we’ve long heard directly from our customers: parents and educators believe in the value of learning with the internet, and they trust schools to make the right decisions to keep students safe online,” said Patricia Bothwell, vice president and general manager for safety and productivity at CoGuardian, on online safety tools provider, in a statement.

**Student mental health**
- Concern for student mental health is high among parents and school staff. More than 83% of all respondents report feeling a “high level of concern” for student mental health and violence in schools.
- More than 72% agree the internet plays a significant role in influencing students’ decisions to harm themselves or others.
- Regarding students having unrestricted access to the internet, more than 75% agree such access is detrimental to the mental health of students.
- Online educational technology should be implemented across K-12 schools that detect signs of students considering harming themselves or others, according to nearly 90% of respondents.

The bottom line for school administrators is that parents trust their school systems to keep their children safe while they use their school-issued devices. More than 83% of those polled said they trust their schools to implement the appropriate technological barriers if it means their children are safe as they complete their assignments.

“With almost 9 out of 10 students in the U.S. now using a device as part of their daily instruction, it’s more important than ever to provide schools with thoughtful and comprehensive approaches to student safety, privacy and security,” said Bothwell.

*By Micah Ward*
Pursuing edtech innovation must not end with the pandemic

COVID-19 forced school districts to adopt fresh practices to meet the needs of their students, but there’s still much more to learn going forward.

Finally, COVID-19 is behind us (for the most part). But that doesn't mean every-thing that was produced by the pan-demic should also be left behind. Think about all the innovative solutions schools adopted to overcome such adversity, and there's still more to achieve.

“We don’t want to return to normal.” That’s the overwhelming consensus of many district CIOs and CTOs. In the realm of education technology, the pandemic allowed schools to shift their practices to meet students where they are, and those practices are sticking.

“I’m looking forward to not having a normal year. I’m hoping that our school districts will think about their time during the pandemic and what worked,” said Diane Doersch, senior director of Information Technology at Digital Promise, an independent nonprofit organization committed to sparking innovation in education and a featured speaker at FETC© 2023 in January, in an interview with District Administration.

Dr. Kenneth J. Thompson, chief information technology and accountability officer for the San Antonio Independent School District and another featured speaker at FETC© 2023, also strives for innovation in his district, considering how much the pandemic has changed their perspective.

“I had a board member tell me, ‘We don’t want to go back to normal,’” he said. “The pandemic caused us to rethink the way we did our work, our processes, the way we approached things, the whole nine yards. And out of that, I don’t care what anybody says, we brought some innovation, and we brought some efficiencies.”

So why stop in 2022? Districts ought to focus on maintaining the momentum they built during the pandemic and focus on innovation.

Featured in next year’s FETC conference, MaryEllen West, coordinator of instructional technology services at Gwinnett County Public Schools in Georgia, will be providing leaders with insight on how to cultivate a culture of innovation in their schools. Attendees will be able to participate in discussions and activities for “expanding curiosity and inspiring staff and students at their school.”

Additional sessions will address emerging technologies and how to lead that culture of innovation, showcase effective tools for ELL students, and much more.

By Micah Ward
More than 50 K-12 leaders share how they’re addressing school safety

Here’s what this diverse group said is top of mind for them surrounding student safety and security.

Tackling academic recovery, teacher shortages and increasing school safety continue to be top-of-mind issues for leaders in K-12 education.

District Administration had the opportunity to gather feedback from a diverse group of over 50 K-12 employees, comprising superintendents, administrators, board directors and school employees, regarding the issues they’re dealing with this school year, particularly surrounding school safety.

Here’s what they had to say.

Looking ahead

Among a variety of things to look forward to this school year, most said helping students recover academically was their top priority, followed by working face-to-face with teachers and administrators. See the complete list of responses below:

What are you most looking forward to in 2022-23?
• Helping students bounce back academically: 75.51%.
• Working face-to-face with teachers and administrators: 36.73%.
• A full return to in-person learning: 34.69%.
• Holding sporting events, arts performances, and other activities: 28.57%.

Some said they were thankful to have these returned during the 2021-22 school year. However, one respondent said political pressures are keeping them from returning to normal.

“The end of communist control of the federal government allowing us to get back to some form of normalcy,” one said.

School issues

When asked what issues were affecting their districts, the majority said they were dealing with staff shortages and mental health issues among students and staff. However, most of them ranked political controversies as the most pressing issue they’re facing. Here’s what they say is impacting their districts the most:
• Political controversies and restrictions on curriculum: 40.43%.
• The upcoming expiration of ESSER funds: 37.5%.
• Staff shortages: 8.33%.
• Learning loss remediation: 8.16%.
• Student and/or staff mental health: 3.92%.

School safety updates

As school safety continues to stir controversy and confusion for districts across the nation, it’s important to understand how schools are addressing safety concerns.

When asked how often their school updates their safety plans, an overwhelming majority said they’re updated at least once per year. Here are their responses:

How often does your school update its safety plans?
• Once per year: 65.38%.
• Twice per year: 3.85%.
• More than twice per year: 9.62%.

However, 21.15% of respondents specified different approaches to safety policy updates. Most commonly, they said their policies are “updated as needed” or “under constant review.”

Guest and visitors

Many districts have chosen to update their visitor policies following the tragedies that occurred last school year as a result of gun violence. We asked them how they address allowing visitors to their schools.

What is your policy for guests and visitors entering campus?
• We have a strong policy that includes ID checks and required visitor passes: 84.62%.
• We have a more open campus that doesn’t require ID checks and/or visitor passes: 11.54%.
• We don’t allow visitors or guests during school hours: 3.85%.

In the event of a school safety threat, alerting staff and students is essential. For most schools, fortunately, it takes less than a minute, according to the survey responses.

How quickly are faculty and staff notified when a code red occurs?
• Less than a minute: 57.69%.
• Less than 5 minutes: 38.46%.
• Less than 10 minutes: 3.85%.

SROs on campus

Surprisingly, a slight majority of schools don’t have safety resource officers present on their campuses all day, according to results.

Do you have school safety resource officers on campus at all times?
• Yes: 44.23%.
• No: 55.77%.

Additionally, most schools allow their SROs to carry weapons on the premises.

Are school resource officers allowed to carry weapons at your school?
• Yes: 75.51%.
• No: 24.49%.
Locked door policies

Deciding whether or not to keep classroom doors locked has become a controversial topic this school year. According to respondents, most schools keep their classrooms locked all day.

When are classroom doors required to be locked?

• Throughout the day: 53.85%
• During emergency or code red drills only: 42.31%
• Never: 3.85%

Cybersecurity

Despite the growing number of ransomware attacks targeting K-12 schools across the country, less than 20% of respondents rank cybersecurity high on their list of concerns for their district. See their responses below:

On a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the highest), how would you rank cybersecurity as one of your district’s concerns?

• 15.38% ranked cybersecurity at 5.
• 34.69% ranked cybersecurity at 4.
• 38.46% ranked cybersecurity at 3.
• 9.62% ranked cybersecurity at 2.
• 3.85% ranked cybersecurity at 1.

The overwhelming majority of respondents said they haven’t experienced any cybersecurity threats so far this year.

Have you experienced any fallout from cybersecurity issues this year so far?

• Yes: 13.46%
• No: 86.54%

Lastly, respondents had the opportunity to share with us what other issues their schools are facing surrounding security. Here’s a sampling of their remarks:

“Some schools are not completely fenced. There are open spots where anyone can walk on campus and avoid the office. This is very scary in today’s climate of school shootings.”

“Funds need to be made available for smaller rural schools to improve their safety and security programs and update older buildings.”

“Growing number of internal threats due to the poor mental health of students and parents/guardians.”

“We have an SRO at the high school, but not other buildings. Local police do regular walk-throughs at the other schools.”

“Separated/divorced parents wanting to pick up child without parental access and becoming hostile.”

“Handling safety and security at extracurricular events, primarily athletic events where emotions run high and events can escalate quickly.”

By Micah Ward
Students lack important data about themselves. Here’s what they want

Fewer than half of high school students received information about whether they’re on track to graduate, a survey says.

Student data plays a critical role when high schoolers make college and career decisions as they approach graduation. But many students say they don’t have sufficient access to their own learning data, a new poll says.

Students said that this data—such as whether they’re meeting grade-level expectations—is also essential for staying on track after the disruptions of the pandemic, according to the survey by the Data Quality Campaign and the Kentucky Student Voice Team. “Their message came through loud and clear: students want access and support to use their own data to navigate their futures,” the report says.

Less than half of the students reported receiving information about meeting grade-level expectations and whether they’re on track to graduate or how much academic progress they’ve made, the survey found. And while three-quarters of students believe they are on track for college or career success, far fewer feel like they have a complete understanding of their post-high school options.

Here are the types of information students want most, starting with what they said was most important:

1. Which high school courses I need to take to be ready for what I want to do after high school

2. Which pathways I can take from school to the workforce to earn a livable wage

3. What financial aid—including scholarships and grants—is available to fund my postsecondary education

4. Which postsecondary institutions or programs do other students from my high school go to

5. Do students from my school who go directly into the workforce find a job that pays a livable wage

6. Whether students from my school who enroll in college are prepared for college-level courses

7. How many students from my high school enroll in college, enlist in the military or go directly into the workforce

**Student data deficits**

A majority of students—about six in 10—say they trust their parents and teachers to help them use academic data to make post-graduation plans. But when it comes to non-academic data, students have the most faith in their parents by a wide margin. Still, a substantial number of students also want more access to counselors to help map out their futures.

Students are also interested in accessing disaggregated data about their schools and classmates, such as graduation and college-success rates based on ethnicity, race and gender.

“Without access to data about their own progress, students are being left in the dark,” the study concludes. State, district, and local education leaders must prioritize giving students access to data and ensuring that they have the resources to use it.

Students may not be that far off in some of their assessments. School-level data on participation and performance in CTE and career pathways is severely limited, according to an analysis by GreatSchools.org, an organization that provides data to help parents choose schools. Schools are also not regularly reporting metrics such as the number of industry credentials earned or disaggregating CTE data by race and ethnicity.

“To fulfill the promise of high-quality career preparation programming, states must undertake greater data collection, publication, and transparency efforts at the school level,” the report says. “These data are critical components of evaluating the quality and equitable access to CTE and career pathways programs.”

By Matt Zalaznick
TEACHER SHORTAGE

How school leaders are getting innovative in the search for substitute teachers

Online training sessions and students’ recommendations are helping speed up the process of filling open slots.

K-12 labor pressures have inspired one principal to turn to an unconventional source for substitute teachers: her students. Mary Fulp, principal of Colony High School in Palmer, Alaska, has been handing her business cards out to students in hopes they help recruit potential subs.

“I tell them to give the business cards to people who they think would be a good person to work in our schools,” says Fulp, Alaska’s 2022 principal of the year. “We have to do things differently to get people into our classrooms.”

Fulp will of course vet and interview the substitutes suggested. But her effort is about more than filling vacant positions as schools everywhere need additional staff to support students as they rebound from COVID’s emotional and academic disruptions. “Even if we’re fully staffed, we’re not fully staffed based on the needs we’re seeing,” says Fulp, whose school is part of the Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District near Anchorage.

And finding new subs is another way to get community members invested in her school. “These are helpful connections for what we’re going through, with the public perception that schools can’t be trusted or that we’re indoctrinating kids,” she says. “When we reach out and partner with them, it’s powerful. We want them to be a part of the solution.”

New tech trains substitute teachers

Other district leaders are turning to technology to speed up the process of onboarding and training substitutes. Bossier Parish Schools in Louisiana now gives substitutes access to an online training session when they get fingerprinted, says Connie Miller, the district’s technology staff development facilitator.

The video-based training is focused on classroom management but doesn’t require subs to pass any kind of quiz. “We want them to know there’s an avenue for them,” Miller says.

The process, along with a raise in pay for substitutes, has enabled Bossier Parish to keep more subs in the systems to cover classrooms this school year. That means full-time teachers have regained lesson planning and collaboration time because they aren’t having to fill in for absent colleagues, Miller says. “We want teachers working together on their off time, not covering a class,” she adds. “We don’t want them to have to take their lesson planning home.”

Custodians, transportation staff and other district personnel are using the same training platform, which was developed by Vector Solutions. “We’re doing way better than the last two years,” Miller says. “Our subs are coming in; teachers are leaving plans and the students know what to do when they go in the learning management system.”

Pay raises and new laws

Many other districts are also raising substitute teacher pay to keep classrooms covered. Dorchester School District Two in South Carolina recently raised daily pay for substitutes who are certified teachers to $150 from $125. Non-certified substitutes will earn $125, up from $90, WCSC reported.

Strongsville City Schools in Ohio has hired a group of substitutes for the entire 2022-23 school year. The subs are not covered by the district’s collective bargaining agreement with teachers but are guaranteed work every day of the school year, Cleveland.com reported.

And it will soon be easier to work as a substitute in California. Subs will no longer have to take a proficiency test or complete any coursework to prove they have basic teaching skills under a law that takes effect on Jan. 1, 2023, EdSource reports. A bachelor’s degree and a background check are still required to get the state’s emergency 30-day substitute permit.

By Matt Zalaznick
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Where does your school rank among the best high schools in the country for 2023?

A North Carolina public high school secured the number one spot, while Illinois produced four separate top 10 schools.

It’s that time of year when we look at some of the best-performing high schools in the nation. One state has top bragging rights, considering it takes up four of the top 10 spots in the list of public schools.

Niche, a rankings and review site, just released its rankings for the top high schools in the country for 2023. According to their list, the North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics earned the number one spot for public schools. In addition, Illinois, specifically the Chicago area, produced four top 10 public high schools.

Here are the rankings for the top public schools, private schools and school districts in the U.S. for 2023:

**Top 10 Public Schools**
1. North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics in Durham, North Carolina
2. Payton College Preparatory High School in Chicago, Illinois
3. The Davidson Academy in Reno, Nevada
4. MA Academy for Math & Science School in Worcester, Massachusetts
5. Northside College Preparatory High School in Chicago, Illinois
7. Thomas Jefferson High School for Science & Technology in Alexandria, Virginia
8. Maggie Walker Governor’s School in Richmond, Virginia
9. High Technology High School in Lincroft, New Jersey
10. Whitney M. Young Magnet High School in Chicago, Illinois

**Top 10 Private Schools**
1. Phillips Academy Andover in Andover, Massachusetts
2. Harvard-Westlake School in Los Angeles, California
3. Choate Rosemary Hall in Wallingford, Connecticut
5. Groton School in Groton, Massachusetts
6. Trinity School in New York, New York
7. St. Mark’s School of Texas in Dallas, Texas
8. The College Preparatory School in Oakland, California
9. Commonwealth School in Boston, Massachusetts
10. The Nueva School in Hillsborough, California

**Top 10 School Districts**
2. Glenbrook High Schools District 225 in Glenview, Illinois
3. Great Neck Public Schools in Great Neck, New York
5. Syosset Central School District in Syosset, New York
8. West Lafayette Community School Corporation in West Lafayette, Indiana
10. Eanes Independent School District in Austin, Texas

By Micah Ward
Where home internet access is still lagging after race to connect students

Students still need faster connections and up-to-date devices to do remote work.

The urgency around getting students connected to home internet is ebbing somewhat as most districts move past the pandemic. At the beginning of the 2022-23 year, nearly half (45%) of public schools said they were still providing internet access to students at home, according to the latest analysis by the National Center for Education Statistics.

That’s a decrease from earlier in the pandemic when 60% of principals reported distributing Wi-Fi hotspots or other devices to connect students at home, according to the Center’s 2020-21 survey. In a separate poll, 70% of K-12 IT leaders said they were sending hotspots home in 2021, according to CoSN, the Consortium for School Networking.

This fall, more than half (56%) of schools are providing students with internet access somewhere other than their homes, such as in a library or school parking lot. “Schools are aware of digital disparities and are working to reduce them,” said Chris Chapman, associate commissioner of the National Center for Education Statistics, which is part of the Department of Education.

Perhaps not surprisingly, almost all schools (94%) are giving laptops or tablets to students who need devices. About three-quarters of public schools continue to train students in digital literacy, with most also providing additional, specialized instruction to English learners and students with individualized education programs or 504 plans. About a quarter of schools are teaching digital literacy to families, the Center finds.

Home internet access hurdles

The decline in schools connecting students is likely occurring because more families now have internet access via discounted services or other means. But gaps remain around geography and insufficient bandwidth.

Because almost all students use video when learning remotely, a substantial number still need higher connection speeds and up-to-date devices, according to CoSN’s 2022 Student Home Connectivity Study, which was released this summer. These limitations are particularly problematic in rural areas, regardless of a student’s economic status, the analysis found.

The FCC’s household bandwidth baselines—25 Mbps of download speed and 3 Mbps upload speed—are now inadequate because, in most families, multiple students are accessing the internet at the same time on both personal and district-owned devices, CoSN warns. Families need a minimum of 25 Mbps of download speed per student and 12 Mbps of upload speed to support current usage demand, the organization says.

“School districts must ensure that students not only have high-speed bandwidth to the home but that the student receives dedicated high-speed access within the home,” CoSN says. “Student households must have a sufficient router to support the number of users and devices.”

District leaders should work with internet service providers to help families acquire up-to-date routers and to place network extenders in areas with poor signals. Educators can also take the very simple step of educating families about the best spot to place routers in the home and how to maintain the devices.

And to reduce strain on district networks, IT staff should strictly enforce user authentication of students so outsiders cannot access school WiFi, CoSN recommends.

According to the National Center for Education Statistics, about 40% of schools are not helping students with home internet access this fall and about a quarter are not providing access at other locations outside school.

By Matt Zalaznick
Three educators
innovators
change-makers
pioneers
trailblazers
creators
leaders
winners.
$50,000 each.
The Harold W. McGraw, Jr. Prize in Education shines a spotlight on innovative and dedicated educators who empower students and enhance society.
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School leaders who are shifting to team teaching and co-teaching are reporting improvements inside and outside their classrooms. And those benefits are being felt by students, teachers and the wider school climate, says Sean Cassel, assistant principal at Seneca High School in New Jersey’s Lenape Regional High School District.

“Co-teaching keeps teachers engaged by allowing them to have a built-in support system,” Cassel says. “Having someone to help with all the things that go into good planning and teaching can be just enough to help teachers keep their feet under them.”

One particularly effective approach to team teaching is pairing first-timers with more experienced educators to develop mentoring relationships that, hopefully, will reduce the rate at which new teachers leave the profession. “Co-teaching helps to create a sense of community that really can’t be replicated elsewhere,” adds Cassel, who oversees special education at his high school. “If administrators could do this even for one period a day, that may help increase the collaborative culture in a school.”

Team teaching in action
There are as many as six adults at work in each “learning studio” of about 120 students at Kyrene de las Manitas Innovation Academy in Tempe, Arizona, says Principal Sarah Collins. Leading each team is a teacher executive designer—or TED—who works with two other certified teachers and several teaching students recruited from Mary Lou Fulton Teachers College at Arizona State University.

“That’s a really excellent ratio for a public school,” says Collins, whose school is part of the Kyrene School District, which covers parts of Phoenix and Tempe.

Each learning pod comprises students from at least two grades, combining K-1, 2-3, 4-5, and 5-6-7. That allows teachers to personalize learning by forming groups of students who are working above grade and those working, rather than having one teacher serve a class of students who are at various levels. “Teachers don’t have to teach to the middle,” she says. “Students are getting instruction at the exact level they need.”

The teams, which consist of different numbers of students based on the subject being taught, also allow children to form trusting relationships with more adults...
than they would if there was just a single teacher in their classroom.

One unique element at the academy is that student teachers are paid a $12,000 stipend if they commit to working five days a week. Student teachers more regularly work three days a week, unpaid, Collins explains. The model is cost neutral because 120 students would traditionally require four certified teachers. Assigning three teachers to each team allows the school to pay the student teachers.

Team teaching has also made the academy a popular school of choice in the region just as the building’s enrollment was declining. About 35% of its students chose it over their home school within the district while about 20% come from outside the district, Collins points out. After the academy piloted the model, parents convinced the school board to add a seventh and an eighth grade to the school so their children could continue in the learning pods.

While it’s too early to measure academic progress (team teaching launched this year), social-emotional surveys of students in the program have shown increases in self-sufficiency, self-regulation and overall satisfaction at school. “We want to deploy educators in unique ways to reinvigorate the teaching profession,” she says. “And we want to reimagine learning to keep up with where our students are at and where they’re going.”

An age of multidisciplinary instruction
At Seneca High School in New Jersey, Cassel tries to keep co-teaching pairs together year-to-year, particularly when the team has worked well together. Achieving this requires administrators to collaborate. “This is challenging when we build our high school’s schedule but if keeping these pairs together helps them to continue to grow—which ultimately helps our students—then we prioritize their schedules in the planning process,” Cassel explains. “This takes support from the other supervisors as they plan their teacher’s schedules.”

The two-person teaching teams use different models within their classes based on the lessons and learning objectives. Stations, where students in smaller groups rotate through both teachers, have proven effective when the educators have become comfortable working together. Other times, a class is divided into two larger groups.

Co-teaching and team teaching have been particularly effective in special education and with English language learners because teachers can give individual students more attention. Team teaching has also allowed the school to create multidisciplinary courses by, for instance, combining math and science classes such as calculus and physics, which, Cassel says, “were meant to be taught together.” In the humanities, English language arts and social studies teachers can team up to cover their content from wider perspectives.

“In the education world, resources are limited—both monetary and human,” Cassell concludes. “So when we get the opportunity to have two adults in a room who are trained teachers, we get the chance to give more students attention in ways that one teacher simply cannot do alone.”

Matt Zalaznick is District Administration’s senior writer.

---

“All Together Now—Classes can be divided into two large groups or students may work at stations between which teachers rotate.”
There are no controversies over the all-in approach to social and emotional learning at Alexandria City Public Schools in Virginia. SEL, which has been equated with indoctrination by some conservative groups, has been so widely embraced in Alexandria City that district leaders have added an “A” for academics to the acronym.

Since students returned to in-person learning, at least 30 minutes of each school day—at all grade levels—have been devoted to “SEAL” activities. “Everyone is openly embracing the importance of social-emotional learning,” says Wendy Gonzalez, the district’s chief of teaching, learning and leadership. “It’s not something to be hidden—our principals talk about it and our students look forward to it because they want more time to talk things out.”

SEL focuses on community building and self-regulation in Alexandria’s early grades and shifts to conflict resolution and maintaining healthy relationships in high school. The SEL activities, some of which have been developed by Alexandria City’s educators, are also being embedded throughout the academic day beyond the 30 minutes dedicated solely to social and emotional learning, Gonzalez says. For instance, an English teacher might use a community circle to discuss emotions stirred up by a difficult topic that has been raised in a book that the class is reading.

“We see it as a complete K-12 continuum,” she explains. “And we needed not to let SEL happen just by chance—our children are energized and getting to where they love to talk and share.”

But some districts now facing resistance to their social-and-emotional learning programs in the wake of the political battles over masks, critical race theory, and social justice. This pushback is one reason several leading education organizations launched the Leading With SEL coalition in September.

“The negativity out there is around a lot of misinformation and misunderstanding,” says one expert on the matter.

Overcoming resistance to social and emotional learning

“The negativity out there is around a lot of misinformation and misunderstanding,” says one expert on the matter.

By Matt Zalaznick
what it looks like day to day in classrooms and schools, that it’s time for teachers and students to connect,” Schlund explains. “They can make it really clear by inviting parents in to see that.”

Berman advises leaders not to get embroiled in debates about social and emotional learning. Instead, they should articulate to their communities how SEL guides students in developing critical, future-focused social skills and creates a school culture where all students feel they belong. “SEL is a gift we’re giving to students and families,” says Berman, the former superintendent of Jefferson County Public Schools in Kentucky and the Eugene School District in Oregon. “We have to stand up for the right work because you can’t actually have a great deal of success without doing it.”

The anti-SEL political campaigns appear to be a coordinated attempt to strip local control away from the district and building leaders and their teams, Schlund adds. “It’s an effort to ban social-emotional learning in schools that have been doing the work really well and in partnerships with their communities,” she says. “It’s sad and dispiriting that they’re trying to use education as a weapon against something like SEL that has long had bipartisan support and the support of an overwhelming majority of parents.”

“Soft skills” are hard to develop
One misconception that community members may have about SEL is that it is just the “fluffy stuff,” says Francesca Sinapi, the equity, access and engagement officer for the Hillsboro School District outside Portland, Oregon. “These ‘soft skills’ are hard skills to develop,” Sinapi says. “Self-awareness, responsibility—that’s what going to get you a job and what’s going to get you fired.”

Sinapi and her team, who now oversee all district SEL activities, take every opportunity to explain the concept to parent and school committees, at professional development sessions and at other events. “You can’t be a district that says you are equity-focused without having social-and-emotional learning,” she adds. “And you can’t be an SEL district without looking through an equity lens to ensure everybody is being built up and nurtured as a valued asset.”

Like in many districts, teachers in Hillsboro’s early grades start the day with an SEL-based morning meeting. Teachers are now building CASEL’s five core competencies—self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making—into their instructional standards and lesson plans.

In high school, SEL—particularly relationship skills and responsible decision-making—has become the focus of advisory periods. Teachers can more intentionally build relationships with students and emphasize the importance of community while also allowing space for the student voice, says Xylecia Fynn-Aikins, a secondary-level universal support teacher.

The prioritization of SEL is also benefiting the district’s educators because they are now getting to know their students on deeper levels than ever before. Teachers are now more aware of students’ backgrounds, cultures and support systems, Sinapi adds. “You can’t say ‘I’m a great science teacher but I’m not into that relational stuff,’” she says. “How great a teacher are you if you don’t know who’s in front of you? If you don’t know their lived experiences?”

Matt Zalaznick is District Administration’s senior writer.
The case for school solar panels is one that can appeal to all community members, despite their varying political views and interests.

At Robbinsville Public Schools, New Jersey, newly installed solar canopies at the high school and middle school are conserving energy, providing new learning opportunities and saving money, Superintendent Brian Betze says. “The education and environmental benefits are really powerful,” Betze says. “Sending both messages out to the community helped us sell it—and we’re saving tax dollars.”

The solar kiosk on Robbinsville schools’ website allows students, educators and community members to track energy generated and other environmental benefits. The kiosk measures the number of trees saved and the level of carbon emissions that are being offset.

There were no upfront costs because the panels were installed by an outside company that is selling energy back to the district at a deeply discounted rate that will save about $100,000 to $150,000 annually. After 15 years, the district can buy back the panels or remove and replace them.

Betze says the panels also came with aesthetic benefits and other seasonal conveniences. “They look great—they have a really cool, Star Trek-y look to them,” he says. “And when it was 90 degrees this summer, we had staff and student parking under the canopies saying thank you for cooling off their cars.”

Not just for wealthier districts
The amount of solar power being utilized at K-12 schools has tripled since 2015. Overall, about one in 10 schools now use solar energy, says Tish Tablan, director of Solar for All Schools at Generation180, a clean energy nonprofit. Energy is generally the second biggest expense after staffing in most school districts, she adds.

Most of those installations are financed and owned by a third party, which means there are no upfront costs and schools get discounts on energy rates that can be set for decades. “Our data shows that solar is not just a technology for wealthy school districts—rural to urban to underresourced, they’re going solar,” Tablan explains. “Nearly half of all public schools with solar are eligible for Title I.”

Many of the districts incorporate their solar energy systems into instruction, particularly in career and technical education. Tuscon USD in Arizona built solar canopies over school gardens to introduce students to the field of agrivoltaics to research how various plants grow in the shade of solar panels.

“If all K-12 schools in the US were completely powered with clean energy, that would reduce carbon emissions equal to closing 16 coal-fired power plants,” Tablan says.

School solar panels in the shade
Shade for basketball games and free car charging are among the many big benefits of newly installed solar panels at the Los Gatos Union School District near...
San Jose, California. The district has nearly finished installing solar arrays on and around all five of its buildings, Superintendent Paul Johnson says.

The panels, which cost the district nothing up front, are owned and maintained by a private company that will charge the school system a fixed, below-market electricity rate over a 20-year contract. The solar arrays will generate enough energy to power 250 homes annually and save the small district about $3.6 million in funding that can be redirected to teaching and learning. “If more schools could participate in something like this, just imagine how it would help our environment on a massive scale,” Johnson says. “We have five schools and it’s all of those homes. There could literally be thousands of homes worth of energy provided.”

One of the solar arrays was built over a blacktop area where students play basketball and hold a bike rodeo, all in the shade. Other canopies cover parking areas, and the energy generated allows teachers and other staff to charge electric cars for free. Students also have access to data that will allow them to track energy and cost savings for STEM assignments. The district’s use of clean power is roughly equivalent to taking 275 gas-powered passenger vehicles off the road each year, Johnson says.

And when California’s recent record-setting heat wave sent temperatures soaring to an unheard of 111 degrees in the Los Gatos, the solar panels were able to keep the district’s air-conditioning units cooling classrooms at full strength.

Setting your long-term energy strategy
Some district leaders are incorporating solar power into the HVAC upgrades they are making in the wake of COVID’s heightened air quality concerns. Hotter weather across the country is also driving a growing number of districts to use American Rescue Plan relief funds to install air-conditioning.

Money saved on renewable energy can leave districts with more funds for ventilation and other infrastructure improvements, says Jordan Lerner, a West Coast regional director at Schneider Electric. “Districts are now using their schools for longer periods of time and in different ways,” Lerner explains. “We’re definitely seeing communities that didn’t feel like they needed AC looking at portions of their buildings where they now want it.”

Federal renewable energy tax credits have recently been extended to public and tax-exempt agencies, which means there is more funding than ever before to install and own solar power systems. School administrators, with outside help, should make comprehensive energy and HVAC plans rather than taking on projects one at a time, he recommends. “The places that have seen success are doing it in an intentional, phased approach, where the most pressing needs are handled first and equity is provided across districts,” Lerner says.
The Solution Showcase brings together the latest K-12 education products and service solutions in one easy-to-use section. This year’s collection includes 50 entries from solution providers. Their innovative products have been developed in response to needs expressed by school districts across the U.S. DA is pleased to work with these solution providers to showcase the most effective and cutting-edge products and services.

We look forward to your feedback on our Solution Showcase and I hope you will let us know if there are any products you would like to see included next year.

Sincerely,
Lori Lawrence
Managing Editor
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Research proves that youth large print books:

- Improve tracking
- Increase comprehension
- Lessen anxiety
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McKinney-VentoTracker

TransACT

Track service requirements and manage annual reporting requirements for programs of all sizes. Save time with McKinney-VentoTracker by:

- Tracking all services provided
- Sharing records: that travel with students from school-to-school
- Providing simple reporting for the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act

Trusted by administrators to handle federal reporting requirements for 25+ years.

ParentNotices

TransACT

Federal communication compliance (ESSA, IDEA/504) with expertly written and translated notifications.

- Store and standardize your existing forms
- Create new forms
- Use our compliant notices to engage parents on any device
- Roster data integration, workflows, & digital signature collection

Trusted by 20+ State Departments of Education & 8,500 districts for 25+ years.

Logitech for education

GEARING UP FOR K12 ASSESSMENTS

Equip your students with tech tools that help drive confidence, focus, and stamina during assessments.

LEARN MORE
DOWNLOAD EBOOK

Otus

More time to help all of your students succeed

Otus saves educators an average of 2 hours per week with its integrated platform that allows you to gather, visualize, and act on student-growth data — all in one place.

Learn more at otus.com/save-time

*Results part of Otus regional workshop survey May 2022
Standards-Aligned Practice for Grades K-12

Progress Learning is a powerful standards-aligned practice and assessment tool that supports students from K-12. Whether they are entering kindergarten or heading to high school, we’ll be by their side, helping them master state standards and progress forward on their academic journey.

Discover our personalized teaching tools, formative assessments, adaptive intervention, remediation, and more!

go.progresslearning.com/da22

Fly Five is a K-8 digital and print SEL curriculum designed to explicitly teach the age-and-grade level appropriate SEL skills that lead to success in, out of, and beyond school.

Do more for your students by adding official, industry recognized certifications in the classroom.

www.certiport.com

Our evidence-based adult first approach improves every facet of teaching & learning

Our clients report implementation of Conscious Discipline yields:

- 45% fewer discipline referrals
- 20-50% increase in academic achievement
- 100% increase in staff collegiality and positive school climate

Begin your transformational journey.

Transformation@Conscious Discipline.com

Fly Five is a K-8 digital and print SEL curriculum designed to explicitly teach the age-and-grade level appropriate SEL skills that lead to success in, out of, and beyond school.
Facing Truancy Challenges?
Truancy leads to lower student success and lost funding.

PROJECT EDUCATION
www.ProjectEducation.net

TOTAL SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT

Finally, a digital platform that addresses behavior and SEL, along with academics. The Early Warn System, single sign on access for your universal screenings & assessments, along with research-based interventions for all areas are just some of what Storedr has to offer!

It is no longer acceptable to only address one-third of the child. RTI: Storedr believes in addressing the WHOLE child!

www.rtistored.com
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Two-way messaging from your district’s app.

Make your teachers’ lives easier and offer a better experience for parents. Rooms brings unified two-way communication and messaging into your district app. Offer a single app that powers district news, school updates, and parent-teacher chat.

Learn more at www.apptegy.com/rooms
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Push-to-Talk over Cellular Nationwide Radio Network

- Instant Group Voice and Video Calls
- Industry Leading Audio Quality
- GPS and Dispatching
- MIL-STD Durability
- Cost Effective

www.Hytera.com/HALO
CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTIONAL TOOLS

Capstone Connect is a gateway to thousands of pieces of K-5 standards-aligned content comprised of nonfiction articles, eBook bundles, and instructional ideas to support and supplement your curriculum.

Visit Capstone-Connect.com to learn more!

High-quality instructional materials just got even better.

OpenSciEd | CAROLINA
Transforming Science Education, Together.

Museum of Science.

Hands-on, Minds-on STEM from EiE

Choose EiE’s award-winning teaching and learning materials to reach your STEM goals.

Scan to learn more

Curriculum, Materials, & Professional Learning for the Next Generation!

CEREAL CITY SCIENCE by BCAMSC

Visit cerealcityscience.org to learn more!
The science of reading shows that effective instruction includes both phonics and comprehension skills. Excite Reading™ helps teachers develop PreK-2 students’ vocabulary, funds of knowledge, and best reading practices to build comprehension skills.

Download a free e-book and Book Guide now.

DistrictAdministration.com
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4 Pillars for a Strong, Modern K-12 Classroom

K-12 looks different these days. One thing remains the same: you need a reliable learning platform that serves as the foundation for teaching and learning.

In and out of the classroom. For all students and a variety of learning experiences. Anytime, Anywhere.

LEARNINGALLY.ORG | 800-221-1098

FIND OUT MORE

FLEXPOINT
EDUCATION CLOUD

Digital Course Licensing for K–12
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Lincoln Learning’s EK-12 multimodal curriculum design addresses the diverse learning needs of all students. Standards-aligned courses include core, elective, CTE, and credit recovery options and are perfect for both blended and virtual school models.

lincolnsayingsolutions.org/coursecatalog
When engaging content and a great LMS come together, students succeed.

- Easy access with single sign-on
- Data-informed instruction to personalize learning
- The digital home to award-winning Savvas curriculum
- Seamless integrations with Google Classroom, Canvas, Schoology & more

Savvas.com/DA
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The presence of our device detects vaping and alerts administration in real-time through mobile notifications.

By partnering with schools, our goal is to educate students on the dangers of vaping, create a change in behavior, and encourage positive decision making.

**THE ULTIMATE PREVENTATIVE SOLUTION TO VAPING**

**Detect • Educate • Deter**

FlySense®

www.sotertechnologies.com

1-877-END-VAPE

The #1 School Safety & Dismissal Platform

- Speed Up the Car Line
- Ensure Every Student’s Safety
- Make Staff and Parents Happier
- Handle Emergencies Confidently

**SEE HOW IT WORKS**

1-877-END-VAPE

© 2022 Soter Technologies, LLC. All rights reserved.

FlySense® is a registered trademark of Soter Technologies, LLC. FlySense® vape detector is protected by US Patent No. 10,699,549 and foreign design registrations.

© 2022 Soter Technologies, LLC. All rights reserved.

**BRING YOUR SOCIAL STUDIES LESSONS TO LIFE!**

CREATE YOUR OWN EBOOKS / WORKBOOKS

XanEdu | LessonLift

Chock full of primary sources!

**IT’S AS EASY AS 1-2-3!**

1. Browse hundreds of pre-populated collections - add your own content, too!
2. Create your own projects - as many as you’d like
3. Distribute your projects - ebook, print, or front-of-class projection

REGISTER FOR FREE ACCESS!

lessonliftcreate.com

**IMPROVE INDOOR AIR QUALITY FOR A HEALTHIER LEARNING ENVIRONMENT**

With CO2 Indoor Air Quality Monitors you can:
- Increase student productivity by +20%
- Mitigate from airborne virus transmission
- Create a healthier learning environment for students and faculty

Contact Us
877-678-4259
www.CO2Meter.com
Sales@CO2Meter.com

**FACILITIES, SAFETY, SECURITY**
Manage multiple 403(b) vendors using one login

Save staff time by moving to the IPX recordkeeping platform for your retirement plans

Learn More
UPGRADING YOUR SCHOOL’S TECHNOLOGY SHOULDN’T BE A “NICE TO HAVE” IT SHOULD BE A GIVEN

Finance your upcoming technology needs by selling back your current Apple devices to invest in future needs today. Diamond Assets can help you update technology and create predictable, sustainable funding options.

DIAMONDASETS.COM

Creating safe, joyful, and engaging classrooms

Train your whole school, or your entire district, in the Responsive Classroom approach to teaching and discipline by bringing our courses and workshops on-site.

Call: 1-800-360-6332
Email: educationalpartnership@crslearn.org

CHROMEBOOK & IT ASSET MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR K–12

GOOGLE & SIS INTEGRATION SIMPLIFY 1:1 PROGRAMS REPORT ASSET COSTS & FUNDING TRACK DEVICE REPAIRS BARCODE CHECKOUT

VIZOR

VIZOR.CLOUD/K12
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Video Platform for Teacher Coaching

You know how in football coaches tag videos to help them review plays and win?

At Vosaic we provide an easy to use video platform for schools to record and tag videos of teaching for highly personalized teacher coaching sessions.

In fact, schools throughout the US use Vosaic to improve practice and retain skilled teachers who are not only great pedagogues but are equipped to build great relationships with kids.

LEARNING ABOUT WIND CAN BE ELECTRIFYING.

LEARNING ABOUT GRAVITY CAN BE A BIG WIN.

STEM, ROBOTICS, CODING

Immerse, enthral, and amaze all ages with a Digitalis planetarium system. Info@DigitalisEducation.com

LEGO education

Ignite a love of STEAM learning. LEGOeducation.com

STEM, ROBOTICS, CODING
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**MERGE EDU**

Teach science and STEM with virtual objects and simulations students can touch, hold and interact with.

**HANDS-ON AUGMENTED REALITY**

CASE STUDY WITH JERSEY CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
- Enhanced engagement in science and STEM
- 81% improvement in test scores
- Easy to use and deploy

**WWW.MERGEEDU.COM**
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**TravelTrackerRouting**

**TransACT**

Intelligent routing software designed to simplify your routing, and manage tracking and trip logistics in real-time. Enjoy the TravelTracker difference with:
- Proprietary mapping algorithms for the most efficient route predictions
- Cost-free map updates and pin-drop routing
- Cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS)
- Automated parent notifications
- Unlimited users

TravelTrackerRouting

TransACT

Trusted by school districts across the nation to save time and transport students safely.
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**everdriven**

With over 7 million total trips serviced nationwide, everyday districts trust us as the nation’s #1 alternative transportation provider to safely transport their most vulnerable students to and from school.

Visit everdriven.com
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**WE GOT THIS!**

transfinder

SAFE & SMART SCHOOL BUS ROUTING
ATTENDANCE & NAVIGATION APP
VIEW & ACCESS DATA
ATTENDANCE & STUDENT RIDERSHIP

and more

800-373-3609 transfinder.com
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Visit .com

With over 7 million total trips serviced nationwide, everyday districts trust us as the nation’s #1 alternative transportation provider to safely transport their most vulnerable students to and from school.
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Next year’s Future of Education Technology® Conference will host over 600 workshops and sessions for attendees.

By Micah Ward

Next year’s Future of Education Technology® Conference (FETC®) is just around the corner, and it’s shaping up to be a robust one. Every year, the event brings together dynamic and innovative educational leaders for an intensive, highly collaborative exploration of new technologies, best practices and pressing issues. Participants and attendees can also expect a change of scenery this year, as it’s being held at the Ernest N. Morial Convention Center in New Orleans in January.

FETC® 2023 will feature sessions and workshops in five tailored tracks:
• Future of Ed Tech Administrator
• Future of Ed Tech Information Technology
• Future of Ed Tech Educator
• Future of Ed Tech Library Media Specialist
• Future of Ed Tech Coach

Attendees will have the opportunity to sit in on hundreds of sessions and workshops. Here are some highlights:

LEADERSHIP LESSONS ON MAKING LEARNING STICK: BLENDING CREATIVE THINKING & ED TECH
As part of the Future of Ed Tech Administrator track, attendees will learn how to integrate technology into education programs to increase engagement among students and create meaningful learning.

EMOTIONAL QUOTIENT + TECHNOLOGY: THE SECRET BEHIND SUCCESS
As part of the Future of Ed Tech Administrator track, attendees will learn how to integrate technology into education programs to increase engagement among students and create meaningful learning.

20 TIPS TO TRANSFORM ASSESSMENT AND TAKE ACTION
As part of the Future of Ed Tech Educator track, participants will examine how digital tools offer a special benefit for students as teachers expand student opportunities and options to share learning. In addition, they’ll learn strategies for collecting and analyzing data to assist educators in taking making decisions through instructional pivots and interventions.

THE SECRET TO BUILDING A POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY TEAM
As part of the Future of Ed Tech Information Technology track, featured speakers will discuss how to build a powerful, dedicated and committed technology organization.

DEVELOPING DIGITAL DETECTIVES: INFORMATION LITERACY IN THE AGE OF ALGORITHM
As part of the Future of Ed Tech Library Media Specialist track, the session will dive into ways to teach people about how algorithms work and provide strategies for disrupting control over the content that influences our opinions, identities and relationships.

“FETC 2023 will host the most diverse group of leading experts from around the country, energized with new skills and knowledge learned from the experiences of the last few years, to provide the highest quality program we have ever produced filled with all-inclusive concurrent sessions and deep dives in hands-on workshops,” said Conference Chair for the Future of Education Technology” Jennifer Womble in a statement. “FETC is leading the way by providing the industry’s highest quality professional training.”

DA
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Expectation management for IT leaders: Defining what, and when, to expect after COVID

After the pandemic, IT plays a greater role in teaching and learning, leading to new leadership challenges.

By Lenny Schad

This is the first in a series of thought leadership columns focused on the role of IT leaders in education.

The role of technology in education has forever changed because of the pandemic. IT is now an integral component of how teachers teach and students learn. With this new role comes new leadership challenges as IT departments transform their processes, procedures, and support models.

There is often one leadership practice that is often overlooked or not well understood: expectation management. Neglecting to set and manage clear expectations has the potential to undermine the behavior, actions and results within a team, but it can also negatively impact engagement, relationships and teamwork.

So, let’s break this down to the basics. An expectation is a belief about what will happen in the future. Those beliefs are what guide our behaviors. Take a moment to think about this.

If our beliefs about the future guide our behaviors, it isn’t hard to understand why a lack of them can be so disruptive.

If we reflect on the past and the disruption the pandemic caused, we must have an appreciation and understanding of three organizational realities:

1. Current state. Do you as a leader understand at a strategic level the current state of your organization from a people, process, and technology perspective? Without this understanding, it will be very difficult to establish realistic and accepted expectations.

2. Organizational fatigue. There is no doubt we are all dealing with it. If we don’t account for this reality and make appropriate adjustments, the changes we want to implement will fail.

3. Organizational capacity. If, as leaders, we understand the current state and have accounted for organizational fatigue, we will be much more realistic about the number of changes we want to make as the new...
school year unfolds. If we don’t consider the current state and organizational fatigue, the likelihood of trying to do much and exceeding the capacity of the organization increases significantly.

This brings us to another key element when understanding expectations: the three stages of change.

**Current state**
This state is like that old pair of slippers or your favorite T-shirt. It is comfortable and well understood, but most importantly, it is familiar. For employees, current state is how they have been successful and shown their value to the organization. For example, the way a teacher has taught students in their classroom, or the way our teams have provided support for staff onsite.

**Transition state**
This state is chaotic, disorganized, and frequently changing. It’s a very emotional state for employees who are full of fear, anxiety, anger, frustration, and confusion. Now, I want you to think about the emotional elements identified that are related to the transition state. At any given time, your employees could be experiencing these same emotions in their personal lives. As a leader, you must embrace the fact that in our current environment there are many additional factors that can impact your employees’ emotional state other than what needs to get done at work. The Transition state is where we are today, and it is where we have been since the pandemic first impacted our school systems.

**Future state**
This state is what your employees have been told the future will look like. It is supposed to be improved and where promises of better days occur. The future state and what your employees envision is completely dependent on what the messaging around this new frontier has been, who is delivering this message, and how consistent, honest and timely it has been. For your employees, the future state is also very personal. Everyone will be thinking about the future state and deciding if it is where he or she wants to be personally and/or professionally. It is these internal conversations that will cause the most apprehension. The future state is unknown, and we all must accept that fact.

As you can see, setting expectations is more than just stating what you want to happen. As leaders, we must pause and endeavor to understand the three organizational realities. We must also embrace the psychological aspects of how our employees behave and the resulting actions they will take. Remember, expectations are beliefs about the future and our beliefs are what guide behavior. We have been and continue to be in the transition state, which is chaotic and uncertain. Our organizations are at capacity as well as fatigued, and your team needs to see a light at the end of the transition tunnel. As a leader, are you defining the future state?

In part II of this series, we will outline how as a leader you can effectively manage expectations. DA

Lenny Schad is one of the most prominent voices in K-12 technology leadership, is District Administration’s chief information and innovation officer and technology editor-at-large.
3 ways district leaders can recover from long-term pandemic disruptions

The key strategic priorities hinge on talent, communication and support.

By Ryan Imbriale

While students are back in person this school year, districts continue to struggle with the long-lasting effects caused by the pandemic, including chronic absenteeism and teacher turnover. As a former district leader for Baltimore County Public Schools, I know how difficult it can be to navigate these issues in “normal” times and can only imagine how challenging it must be for district leaders to navigate the seismic shifts that have taken place.

That’s why my team at PowerSchool worked with district leaders to create an Education Focus Report, with the goal of recentering PK-12 conversations. We started with what’s most important to school districts and understanding how the pandemic changed district priorities. The report was built by examining 25 district plans, discussing priorities with 75-plus education leaders and conducting an online survey of 3,500 district leaders and educators. With tapering enrollment trends and doubled rates of chronic absenteeism nationwide, it was no surprise that three of the key strategic priorities were:

1. Attracting and retaining top-notch educators
2. Strengthening communication between educators, students, and their families
3. Ensuring whole child supports

Knowing that many district leaders are focused on these key priorities, here are three tips to help district administrators tackle these issues this school year.

1. Create a consistent and ongoing learning path for educators.

Educators want to feel supported and have professional learning opportunities for growth. When asked, educators said the most effective types of professional learning are centered around collaboration and sustained learning.

One way to support teachers and provide sustained learning is to give them a clear and consistent growth path by:

- **Asking educators what learning, and support is needed.** You’ll find many teachers want to focus on the same area and can invest in ongoing professional development on that topic vs. a one-off training that may not be as useful to their needs.
- **Understanding the difference between training and professional development and investing in each differently.** Training fills a knowledge gap, while professional development looks to the future. Invest in creating ongoing and sequential professional learning opportunities that create community for teachers.

2. Make communications with students’ caregivers easy and accessible

Nine in 10 educators agreed that parent and family engagement can help reverse recent enrollment declines. As a parent myself, I understand the importance of partnering with my child’s teacher to ensure they are on track, but as a busy professional, I need the communications to be as easy and accessible as possible. This can be achieved by:

- **Meeting caregivers where they are.** Understand what forms of communication the families in your community have access to. Caregivers may have an email address but never look at it. A call or text might be a more effective form of communication.
- **Investing in a learning management system.** An LMS ensures caregivers have 24/7 access to their children’s course content and grades and provides a simple way for educators to communicate updates.

3. Weave whole child supports into everyday teaching

Seven in 10 educators said their district is just beginning or in the process of providing professional learning to support whole child learning. Historically, academics and social-emotional learning have been running on two different tracks. We need to bring them together.

Weave whole child supports into everyday teaching by:

- **Understanding your students’ needs.** If a student is depressed, they likely aren’t focused on the math problem you are teaching. You need to understand their personal needs to keep them engaged. Edtech solutions can provide information on the whole child from their grades to mental health flags.
- **Providing opportunities for collaboration.** Over the past two and a half years, children were more isolated than ever and providing collaborative opportunities will help them learn how to work together and build the social-emotional skills they may have missed out on.

Hopefully these insights and tips can help you navigate this school year after two-plus years of challenges and disruptions. DA

Ryan Imbriale will present two sessions at the Future of Education Technology® Conference, Jan. 23-26, 2023, in New Orleans: “Rethinking Instructional Design Going Forward” and “In Today’s World, Being a Competent Digital Citizen is Essential.”
The countdown has begun ... Register YOU and your TEAM today!

The National Future of Education Technology® Conference is known to district leaders and their teams as the premier ed tech event, with high-quality training customized to each team member's role in integrating technology across the curriculum and school operations.

But don’t just take our word for it ...

“FETC once again met our district’s needs and allowed us to see and experience the areas we are each interested in at one time.”
Scott Dutey
Superintendent, Portsmouth City Schools, Ohio

Don’t let YOU and your TEAM miss out on attending FETC® in January!

REGISTER NOW
and claim 10% off your individual pass with Promo Code 23DAND
Teams of 3+ get even BIGGER SAVINGS!

Secure Your Passes At www.FETC.org
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CONFIDENCE
That Comes With a Truly Supportive Online Learning Partner

FlexPoint Education Cloud™ stays by your side as you implement your online learning program, offering ongoing customer support. In addition, teachers receive tailored training that suits your district’s needs. With 180+ customizable courses, student success starts with FlexPoint.